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INTRODUCTION 

Pressure injuries are damage to the skin and underlying tissue due to prolonged pressure, typically near bony 
prominences. [1, 2] Due to reduced mobility and a large portion of time spent in the seated position, wheelchair 
users are particularly prone to develop pressure injuries. [2] Treatment for pressure injuries can also be quite 
costly. A poor distribution of load is an extrinsic risk factor for pressure injuries, but the risk can be lowered by 
improving the load’s pressure distribution. Immersion and envelopment are two measures used to characterize 
the distribution of a load on wheelchair cushions. [3] 

Immersion indicates the relative stiffness of a cushion. It is defined by the depth at which an object sinks into a 
support surface. Ideally, pressure is reduced at a site of a bony prominence as the bony prominence increasingly 
immerses into a cushion. A support surface’s ability to conform around the contours of an object defines 
envelopment. A cushion with greater envelopment properties allows for a greater distribution of loads and a 
reduction of peak pressures. [3] Only limited research has been conducted on the impact of these two 
characteristics on wheelchair cushions. [4] The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) published a 
standardized method (ISO 16840-12) on measuring the immersion and envelopment properties of cushions, 
which was updated and adopted as a RESNA standard. [5, 6] The standard was developed to improve methods 
used by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid services (CMS) for coding verification of “adjustable skin 
protection” cushions. Currently, coding language and tests allow for products of varying performance in this 
category. This paper presents the results of the application of the standardized method on 20 cushions, and the 
intralaboratory repeatability and reliability. Additionally, it discusses and compares cushions for their ability to 
accommodate changes in size and mass.  

METHODS 

This testing was conducted based on the protocol described by 
the RESNA WC-3, Section 12 standard. [6] Twenty-one cushions 
of varying materials, including air, foam, gel, honeycomb 
structured, and a combination of materials, were tested. This 
sample of cushions is representative of the six fundamental 
Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System (HCPCS) codes; 
a minimum of three cushions represent each code. Cushions 
were set up based on manufacturer procedures. One air cushion 
was unable to accommodate the indenter and loads for this test 
without bottoming out (cushion D) and was excluded.  

Two rigid, dual, semispherical indenters (radii of 220 mm and 255 
mm) were constructed with 18 pressure sensors 
(TD101.0463.9898.00.U, STS, USA). A gel pad was placed on 
each sensor surface per the standard to improve load transfer 
from the test surface. All pressure sensors were calibrated prior to testing. Figure 1 depicts the instrumented 
indenter and the grouping of sensors into four elevations. Elevation 1 occurred at the lowest points on the 
indenter representing the ischial tuberosities (ITs), while Elevation 4 corresponded to the trochanters. Each 
elevation is separated by a height of 5 mm. Immersion and average pressures at the four elevations were 
obtained for each cushion using the two different indenters at two different loads. 

A standard load of 425 N and an overload of 525 N was applied to each cushion using the indenters and a 
loading rig (Alliance RF 100, MTS Corporation). The standard load of 425 N was applied for 130 seconds, after 
which the load increased to 525 N for 60 seconds. This was repeated three times for each indenter. Cushions 
were allowed to recover for a minimum of 5 minutes between trials.  

Cushion thickness was recorded before applying the loads. To determine the immersion for each load, the 
thickness beneath the basepoints of the indenter was subtracted from the cushion thickness. For each sensor, 
pressure data were collected and averaged for the last 10 seconds of each loading period. Subsequently, the four 
elevation metrics were calculated by averaging the corresponding pressure sensors (Figure 1). These five 
measurements were calculated for each loading conditions (i.e., large indenter at standard load, large indenter at 
overload, small indenter at standard load, and small indenter at overload). 

 
Figure 1. The 255 mm indenter is displayed with 
the elevation zones. The sensors in red 
correspond to Elevation 1, the sensors in yellow 
correspond to Elevation 2, the sensors in green 
correspond to Elevation 3 and the sensors in 
blue correspond to Elevation 4. Each elevation 

zone is separated by a height of 5 mm.  



Data Analysis 

The repeatability coefficient (RC) and intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) were computed to examine the 
test’s reliability and reproducibility. The RC, also defined as test-retest reliability, signifies the repeatability of a 
metric. The RC is a precision measure representing the 95% confidence interval for the difference between two 
measurements that are collected using the same methods. As described by Bland and Altman, the RC 

corresponds to the within-subject standard deviation, sw, multiplied by 1.96 and the √2. A one-way analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) was run to determine the within-subject standard deviation of each metric. [7] ICCs quantify 
the degree to which groups resemble each other in terms of a quantitative characteristic. To calculate the ICC for 
each metric, a two-way mixed effects model with absolute agreement at a 95% confidence interval was used. This 
analysis produced two outputs, a single measure ICC and an average measure ICC. The single measure ICC 
describes the reliability of using a single repetition as the outcome of the test, while the average measure ICC 
describes the reliability of averaging several repetitions of the test. [8, 9] A cushion’s capacity to adjust to the 
varying loads and indenter sizes was examined by calculating the differences between the load conditions. 

RESULTS 

The average immersion results for each cushion under the four loading conditions are displayed in Figure 2. The 
lowest immersion values tend to correspond to the large indenter at standard load while the highest immersion 
values correspond to the smallest indenter at overload. Since the large indenter has the smallest force-to-area 
ratio at the standard load and the small indenter has the highest force-to-area ratio at the overload, the immersion 
pattern follows expectations. The high ICC values and low RC values displayed in Table 1 indicate a high 
repeatability of trials for the immersion metric. The RC values for the small indenter are lower than the large 
indenter, indicating more variability within cushions using the large indenter.  

 

The elevation metrics describe the load distribution and the amount the cushion envelops the indenter. A 
representation of the envelopment metrics is displayed in Figure 3a. It contains the elevation values of the large 
indenter at standard load (425 N) for each cushion. Typically, the largest pressure values are at Elevation 1, the 
ITs, and the lowest pressure values at Elevation 4, the trochanters. This pattern is seen with all four loading 
conditions apart from a few cushions. As seen in Figure 3a, cushions L, R, and U do not follow this pattern; 
Cushion L deviates the most and offloads pressure from the ITs. Load distribution between cushions can also be 
compared using Figure 3a. For example, Cushions U and P nearly distribute the load uniformly across the 
elevations, while cushion F has a large discrepancy amid elevations. Figures 3b and 3c illustrate the difference in 
the corresponding pressure parameters between the load conditions. A cushion with smaller differences suggests 
a greater ability to adjust to varying load conditions. The high ICC values in Table 2 demonstrate the high 
repeatability of the elevation metrics. The RC values varied across loading conditions, indicating varying 
precision. 

Table 1. This table displays the Repeatability Coefficient, single measure Intraclass Correlation Coefficient, average measure 
Intraclass Correlation Coefficient, means, standard deviations, and ranges (minimum – maximum) for the immersion metrics. 

 Small Indenter Large Indenter 

Load Metric 
RC 

(mm) 
ICC 

(single) 
ICC 

(avg) 
Mean ± SD 

[Range] (mm) 
RC 

(mm) 
ICC 

(single) 
ICC 

(avg) 
Mean ± SD 

[Range] (mm) 

Standard 
Load 

Immersion 0.92 1.000 1.000 
62.40 ± 15.24 

[33.92 – 83.03] 
2.36 0.997 0.999 

59.87 ± 15.45 
[ 31.09 – 80.40] 

Overload Immersion 0.71 1.000 1.000 
65.40 ± 15.50 

[38.32 – 87.54] 
1.20 1.000 0.999 

63.06 ± 15.80 
[33.70 – 85.49] 

 

 

Figure 2. The graph displays the average immersion values for all four load conditions - large indenter at standard load (425 N), 

large indenter at overload load (525 N), small indenter at standard load (425 N), and small indenter at overload (525 N). 
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DISCUSSION 

The five test metrics - Immersion, Elevation 1, Elevation 2, Elevation 3 and Elevation 4, are demonstrated to have 
high repeatability and reliability from the calculated ICCs. Based on the 95% confidence interval, values of 0.90 

 

 
Figure 3. The figure contains three graphs. The top graph (a) displays the average elevation values for the large indenter at 
standard load. The middle graph (b) displays the difference between the elevation values for the large indenter at overload and 
standard load. The difference is calculated by subtracting the large indenter standard load from the large indenter overload. The 
bottom graph (c) displays the difference for each elevation between for the large and small indenters at standard load. The 

difference is calculated by subtracting the large indenter standard load from the small indenter standard load. 
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Table 2. This table displays the Repeatability Coefficient, single measure Intraclass Correlation Coefficient, average measure 
Intraclass Correlation Coefficient, means, standard deviations, and ranges (minimum – maximum) for the elevation metrics.  

  Small Indenter Large Indenter 

 Metric 
RC 

(mmHg) 
ICC 

(single) 
ICC 

(avg) 
Mean ± SD 

[Range] (mmHg) 
RC 

(mmHg) 
ICC 

(single) 
ICC 

(avg) 
Mean ± SD 

[Range] (mmHg) 

S
ta

n
d

a
rd

 L
o

a
d

 Elevation 1 37.966 0.996 0.996 
269.93 ± 122.78 
[53.76 – 564.47] 

23.316 0.993 0.998 
221.13 ± 101.69 
[4.01 – 473.49] 

Elevation 2 14.329 0.994 0.998 
220.20 ± 68.22 

[120.02 – 365.35] 
20.742 0.987 0.996 

206.56 ± 64.72 
[75.64 – 326.36] 

Elevation 3 7.695 0.997 0.999 
157.72 ± 50.86 

[104.46 – 304.97] 
13.216 0.989 0.996 

152.28 ± 45.57 
[55.22 – 280.03] 

Elevation 4 36.108 0.942 0.98 
110.09 ± 53.23 

[0 – 181.78] 
10.152 0.995 0.998 

79.03 ± 49.39 
[-0.20– 155.47] 

O
v
e
rl

o
a

d
 

Elevation 1 44.055 0.99 0.997 
326.50 ± 156.64 
[68.13 – 63.11] 

27.675 0.994 0.993 
266.78 ± 147.76 
[5.88 – 516.42] 

Elevation 2 13.339 0.996 0.999 
254.81 ± 74.93 

[146.94 – 409.11] 
23.765 0.986 0.987 

236.30 ± 68.18 
[87.57 – 361.64] 

Elevation 3 8.995 0.997 0.999 
179.59 ± 57.59 

[117.23 – 333.97] 
13.993 0.991 0.989 

173.57 ± 51.20 
[61.64 – 305.97] 

Elevation 4 37.874 0.957 0.985 
130.94 ± 64.75 

[0 – 212.80] 
13.083 0.992 0.995 

97.25 ± 61.93 
[-0.20 – 183.19] 

 



and higher are considered to have excellent reliability. [9] The single measure ICC represents the reliability of a 
single trial. Under the four loading conditions, the single measure ICCs were at least 0.94 indicating that the test 
produces accurate individual trials. The average measure ICCs (at least 0.98) were high amongst the different 
conditions. This suggests that the protocol is more reliable and repeatable if data from multiple trials is averaged.  

The RCs demonstrate that the immersion at overload has a lower variability than the immersion at standard load 
for both the small and large indenter. Due to the relatively low RC values compared to the respective data ranges 
for each metric, the immersion RCs also validate the repeatability of the metric. The RCs for the elevation metrics 
varied, with the least precision occurring at Elevations 1 and 4 for the small indenter. Given that the metrics 
produced high ICCs and low RCs compared to the range and generally high variability of the measures across 
cushions, it can be concluded that the test is able to distinguish between cushions. However, Elevation 1 and 
Elevation 4 of the small indenter are more limited than the other metrics in distinguishing between cushions. [8] 

The cushions’ capacities to adapt and adjust to different load conditions can be examined through comparing the 
differences in the elevation pressures between the two load magnitudes (Figure 3b) and indenter sizes (Figure 
3c). Cushion L (skin protection and positioning cushion) and cushion P (adjustable, skin protection cushion) 
demonstrate the smallest differences in pressure values. Since these cushions demonstrate small pressure 
differences under both conditions, it can be inferred that the cushions have a greater capability to adjust to 
“macro” changes, like the varying loads. Additionally, the small differences suggest that these “macro” changes 
do not appear to greatly affect the load distribution pattern.  

Limitations of the data collection include the unknown effect of adding the gel to the surface of the pressure 
sensors. A limitation of the testing method is the inability to test some cushions (cushion D). There is still research 
needed to improve the test method as well as examine the value of the information the test produces. Future 
research should be conducted comparing the repeatability of the protocol between two tests of the same set of 
cushions, two sets containing different samples of the same models of cushions, and interlaboratory. There may 
be an interest in further exploring the relationships between immersion and envelopment metrics, and different 
types of metrics that may be more sensitive to cushion variations.  
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